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In a futile search for orthodoxyacceptance and adorationadoration
The power structure of thethe
academic community is a fafa ¬
elite
miliar one There are the eliteinstitutions and instructorsinstructors
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structure strive tQ
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Our staff largely fits thethe
same pattern Numerous assistassist ¬
reams
professrs crank out reamsant profesors
impressof copy designed to impress
their betters in the structure ofof
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power and improve their posi
Does
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What effect does this have onunun ¬
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It is not the faculty memberwho is denied academic freefree ¬
dom it is
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ia the undergraduateConsider for a moment the disdis ¬
his ¬
gusting performance of our history department in the recentrecent
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disagreed was accused of intelintel
lectual dishonesty
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this was not an interpretationinterpretation
one could question This was
as notnot
a matter of free debate OneOne
could not escape the impression
impressiongo
that the instructor was just going through the motions He letlet
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Look at our basic economiceconomic
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